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The makers of Ross Bagpipe bags have now developed a new product. It is a new leather
bag that they say is more breathable and will be an improvement on the old artificial suede
style bag. The bag certainly looks excellent in a stunning new blue colour.

New Ross Breathable Leather Pipe Bag.
We installed the bag and indeed found it to be a little more solid feeling than the old bag
and very comfortable. It does insulate the instrument well leaving less changeability when a
“put down, pick up” test was tried.
The inside of the bag looks like it has the same artificial cloth layer as the old style of Red
Suede Ross bag. After some time playing we found that it was necessary to install some
form of moisture control system. Obviously the manufacturer would recommend their own
product, but there are many on the market that would suit the individual needs of the piper.
Like bags, moisture control systems should be selected to suit the needs and tastes of the
individual. We would suggest if varying from the manufacturers product, something be
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chosen that will not wear the lining of the bag and void any warranty.
One of the excellent features of the Ross bags is that they are one of the easiest bags on the
market to tie onto a bagpipe and when tied on properly they are comfortable for most
pipers and very airtight. The bags are well made and the materials are top notch. We would
expect that this would be a long lasting bag looking at the quality of the leather.

The Ross bags come in Livingstone, Elongated small, medium and Large sizes. They also
have a 2 years warranty from the date of purchase.
Bags can be purchased from the School of Piping Shop by contacting us at
schoolofpiping@gmail.com
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